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  The author, Eduardo Kohn, makes a number of arguments to support his fundamental 

theory that 1) being is constitutively semiotic and 2) that semiosis occurs "beyond the human". 

Challenging the Cartesian dualism of mind and "unfeeling matter" Kohn  insists on rethinking 

how representation is defined (pg. 41). Beyond the human, according to the author, means that 

beings other than humans experience semiosis as a requisite for existence. Kohn suggests that 

having a system of representation is essential to all living organisms, and therefore not exclusive 

to humanity. Kohn's interest is then in examining this larger semiotic web and developing an 

analytical frame in order to understand how culture is a negotiation between human and non-

human semiotic patterns. Based on the work of the semiotician Charles Pierce, Kohn continues 

on the premise that living things "tends toward habits" as a principle for further examining how 

these habits form representation patterns, "For it is only because the world has some semblance 

of regularity that it can be represented." (pg. 59). 

 

 Pierce semiotics allows Kohn to make these arguments because representation and 

assigning meaning or function (sign-signifier relationships) are not embedded in linguistics. This 

is a critical point in the author's argument because linguistics is fairly safe to say exclusive to 

humans. However, working with Pierce semiotics representation is not dependent on a verbal 

language. Though non-living humans may not have explicit language, they are still capable of 

establishing sign-signifier relationships. Again, this is an important claim because it challenges 

the notion that representation is an occurrence specific to humans. For Kohn, the jaguar 

experiences symbolic thought just as a human being does.  

 

 Kohn cites the misguided assessment that representation is a uniquely human 

phenomenon as the reason for often disconnected perceptions of reality. Though the chapter does 

not explicitly deal with what defines perception, it does allude to how perceptions are shaped via 

semiosis. Understanding how we represent the world around us and then interact with those 

representations can reveal how people deal with abstracted reality and how these conceptions 

translate into everyday schema. As Kohn writes, "...all of our experiences are semiotically 

mediated." (pg. 61). The intention of this work is to "theorize the separation that the symbolic 

creates" in order to create a new analytical framework.  

 

 This work was conducted in a more traditional society, but it challenges scholars to 

reevaluate current ethnographic methodologies. Kohn's framework, in theory, could be translated 

into studies of post-industrial societies. Conceptions of assigning meaning and value, abstract 

and the tangible, the dynamic of representation and symbolic thought, and how these fit into a 

larger "semiotic web" may be useful in examining and pinning down the unwieldy image of 

perception. How do interactions between human and non-human semiotics influence one 

another? What insights about perception can be gained in understanding the relationship? Would 

these insights be useful for general conclusions about the human-nature dynamic? 


